Bulldog Operating Instructions

( also available on line at www.knoll.com )

▲

▲

Seat Height Adjustment
For pneumatic seat height
chairs, lift the handle on the
right to adjust height. If your
chair does not have pneumatic
seat height, it has mechanical
seat height. To raise, rotate the
seat counterclockwise and to
lower, rotate the seat clockwise.
Tension Adjustment
Lean back and recline. Adjust
tension if necessary. To adjust
tension, reach under the front
of the seat to find the knob.
Turn left to tighten and right
to loosen.

▲

Tilt lock
On the left side of the chair,
push the circular knob in to
lock and pull out to unlock the
tilt.
Variable Tilt Stop
(on all models with tilt lock)
Using the same control as the
tilt lock (see above), recline in
the chair and push knob to
set. This limits the amount of
recline.

▲

Back Height Adjustment
(2-piece chairs)
Place both hands on the base
of the back and lift to raise the
back height. The back height
adjusts 8 notches upward for a
total of 4" of adjustability.
The 9th notch brings the back
down to the lowest position.
Forward Tilt (optional)
Recline slightly and rotate the
lever on the left side of the
chair in a forward motion.
Recline and rotate the same
knob rearward to return to the
original position.

Sliding Seat Depth
Adjustment (optional)
Pull the lever located under the
right side of the seat cushion to
the rear of the arm. Slide the seat
to the desired location. Release
the lever in one of the six stops
within the 21⁄4" range.
Standard Adjustable Arms
(optional):
Armpad Height
Press the green button on the
inside of the arm support. While
pressing the button, raise or
lower the armpad to the desired
position and release the button.
The armpad height can be adjusted 21⁄2".
Armpad Width
Remove the two screws under the
armpad with a screwdriver.
Remount the armpads 1⁄2" right or
left of center for 1" of adjustability. Reinsert the screws.
High Performance Arms
(optional):
Armpad Height
Lift the lever on the outside of
the arm support for 4" of height
adjustability.
Arm Support Width
Lift the lever located beneath the
arm support. Adjust the arm
support to the desired width and
tighten the lever by pushing it
down. The arm supports can be
adjusted 11⁄2" on each side for a
total of 3" in width adjustment.
Armpad Rotation
Lift slightly and rotate the arm
pads 21° right or left of center for
a total of 42° in adjustability.
Armpad Slide
Press on the buttons located on
either side of the armpad and
slide the armpad to the desired
position.
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